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President/VP of Membership
Considering the results of our September
watch it would be easy to feel
disappointment. We reported three criminal
trespassers (CTs) all of whom were
apprehended by Border Patrol. While the
apprehension rate was great at 100%, the
number reported is the smallest within my
memory and certainly is smaller than during
any other watch since the “dreamer” surge
began nearly two and a half years ago.
When one considers that the likely reason
for the sharp decline in CTs is Governor
Perry’s deployment of many state resources
along the border, one’s disappointment is
replaced with delight in knowing that Texas
has proven once again that it is possible to
secure our border.
On another bright note, a highlight of the
watch was the five members who attended
for the first time. Gerry M.(Cactus), Felipe G.
(R2), Ron C. (Water Logged), Jack L.
(Sailor) and Dan M. (Fox 8) are all good
guys and give every indication that they will
be good, contributing members of the Texas
Border Volunteers. We look forward to
seeing them at many future watches. It is
worth noting that Fox 8 travels all the way
from the Reno, Nevada area.
While five new members at one time is an
unusual situation, we may see several
“newbies” at many future watches. Due to
the publicity given to the border because of
the high number of illegal aliens coming
across and the publicity that TBV has
received, we are getting far more
applications than at any time in the past.
Processing these apps has become nearly a
full time job. That’s a good problem to have.
Tom K.

Ex. VP/VP of Admin
As Dennis mentions in his entry it has been
extremely busy on the speaking front. I
would like to highlight our recent stop in
Dripping Springs. This event was hosted by

the North Hays Republican Group and
Republican Women. There were over 80 in
attendance including Hays County Sheriff
Gary Cutler, State Representative Jason
Isaac, and David Glickler for Hays County
Court at Law #2. This was a very
enthusiastic and supportive group of patriots
and Dr. Vickers and I greatly appreciate the
opportunity to speak to them. A very special
thanks goes to Kari Haymond for making
this happen.
On the media front, interest in the border
and TBV continues. One thing to watch for
next month is a Border States documentary
being produced by TEA Party Patriots. Their
film crew spent some time with us recently
recording for the project. They have over 1.4
million followers on Facebook so the
documentary should be very good exposure
for TBV. The following link provides more
detail.
http://www.teapartypatriots.org/theborderstates/

From the “Why we do, what we do”
Department: 474 Aliens from Terrorism
Linked Countries Apprehended in 2014
http://www.breitbart.com/Big-
Peace/2014/09/18/474-Aliens-From-
Terrorism-Linked-Countries-Apprehended-
in-2014-Alone
Jim G.

Chief of Staff

Steve Toth, Linda Vickers, Louie Gohmert and Dr.
Vickers



On Sept. 7th, the Alvin Tea Party had the
support and help from Clear Lake Tea Party,
Lake Jackson Tea Party, Pearland Tea
Party, Sugar Land Tea Party and Fort Bend
Tea and others to pull off a hugely
successful fundraiser for The Texas Border
Volunteers. This was a super surprise for us
and the donations exceeded our wildest
dreams. We have already put the funds to
good use with a purchase of the little Suzuki
(Sammi) for transportation during watches
and this 2007 Wildcat trailer. This is a fully
equipped trailer and will now offer sleeping
arrangements for our growing number of
female volunteers. This will also serve as a
Mobile Command Center if TBV does some
special watches in other counties to our
west.

A special thanks to the Higgins for the
fantastic deal on this trailer. And a super
large "thank you" goes to the fine patriots
that made this possible.

The rain was good for our ranch land but
not so good for the Sept. Watch. It may
have been 3 illegals that were reported....but
all 3 were apprehended by Border Patrol!!!!
Numbers of illegal trespassers in this County
have been down dramatically. Border Patrol
reported in one of our recent meetings, that
in one 24 hour period, they only
apprehended 17 illegals!
Many good things came out of this Sept.
Watch. It was deemed “the Washout
Watch”.
“The Washout Watch of 2014 was unique.
What we didn't spot in traffic was made up
with great discussions at HQ and fellowship
with all who came for the watch. 100% of
those we did spot were picked up by Border
Patrol.” By Dale H.
Linda V.

VP of Mission Control
TBV's September watch produced lousy
numbers of sightings. It's small comfort that
Border Patrol apprehended 100% of all
three that we reported. Having one night

completely rained out didn't help. The
National Guard on the border and a DPS
trooper sitting roadside every 7 miles or so,
clearly dampened the Criminal Trespasser's
enthusiasm. The Guard and the heavy DPS
presence won't last and TBV will still be
here. Border Patrol expects increasing
numbers in the future.
Good news is that the participation during
the September watch was great. There were
no open slots. Five new members got
training and valuable experience.

With the purchase of another Polaris and the
'Sammy', TBV now has ample transportation
to get volunteers safely into and out of the
field. Volunteers who bring their own
transportation and night vision give us a
huge jump in capability as compared to only
a couple years ago.
We're on the right track and doing things the
right way. See you at the ranch.
Dave B.

VP of Public Events
Well it’s finally happened that several
conservative groups south of Houston got
together for a meeting with TBV members
resulting in donations coming in exceeding 5
figures. This is a real boost to our treasury
giving us the opportunity to acquire much
needed equipment and recourses that
makes us an even stronger organization.
Kudos to all the folks who have participated
in presentations, especially to Jim G. who
has gone above and beyond for TBV.
We now have a larger group of folks doing
these presentations. Everyone has a greater
awareness of the border mess and we are
bringing in increased donations that
sometimes exceed what we do at the gun
shows. We have been inundated with
requests to tell our story and my guess is
before the year is out we will have done 20
more.
Do you belong to a group? Rotary, Lions,
Tea Party, or even a church group? Ask the
leaders if the membership might like to hear



what the media is not telling them about the
border. It turns out many Americans are no
longer turning a deaf ear to the problem.
With November fast approaching it will be
interesting how many folks get off the couch
to do something about it.
On a different subject I personally heard the
Border Patrols concern about militia types
inserting themselves in the field down in the
Rio Grande Valley. Two agents drove next
to my post and we met on the ranch road.
They were from Arizona and were not
familiar with TBV. After a brief conversation I
think I assuaged their concerns and had
them at ease with our presence. That
shooting incident near Brownville was very
unfortunate. For those of us encountering
our friends (Border Patrol) in the field, we
need to show them that we are professional
in our efforts.
Dennis M.

VP of IT
Your humble IT servant is at it again…I have
added a Twitter button on the Home, Video
and Illegal Aliens photo pages. Seems like
an easy way to cross-pollinate our message
if you will, for any of our website visitors who
also tweet! If you’re a Twitter user, all you do
is click on the Tweet button, add any text
you want or Twitter accounts you wish to
include and they will receive a link to the
page you sent!! That easy! Makes sharing
our website pages thru Twitter painless!

On the evening of 9/19, our local tea party
organization, NETTP, hosted a PAC
fundraiser and our keynote speaker was
none other than America’s Toughest Sheriff,
Joe Arpaio! When Hoot found out that Joe
was coming he had the great idea that it
would be cool to offer him a black TBV cap
as a token of our appreciation of his hard
work over the years. Well heck, I’m not
about to turn that opportunity down, so this
past Friday night I was honored to shake his
hand, tell him very briefly who TBV is, thank

him and offer our small token of appreciation
which he graciously accepted and after the
event was over, he said “if you’re ever in
Phoenix, look me up!” It was a great
evening hearing about all Sheriff Joe has
accomplished in his 57 years in LE! And he
paid TBV a compliment during his talk about
our members “volunteering” our time and
efforts, which I thought was kind of him to
recognize.

And good news on our Facebook page, we
have passed 9,000 likes, at 9,045 at time I’m
writing this! By the end of August, we were
still under 8,700 so over the last three weeks
we’ve gained quite a few! Credit as usual
goes to Hoot, Linda and Tom for the heavy
lifting/posting, but also want to thank all of
you, like I try to do each month, for
continuing to spread the word and pass on a
story that we might have overlooked! You
are an important part of getting our message
out, please never forget that! As an
example of your efforts, our total post reach
(a count of everyone who received a post or
comment from our FB page) was almost
352,000 in August! Folks that is huge! You
are doing a great job helping spread the
word and keep illegal immigration in the
forefront of folk’s minds! Thank you again!
On the website, traffic was huge again, but
has settled down to pre-invasion
numbers! We had 4,540 page views for
August, which was even higher than
July! 96% of our August traffic came from
the U.S., but we also had hits from 24 other
countries, including, Mexico, S. Korea,
Ecuador, Kenya (?), Pakistan, S. Africa,
Chile, Indonesia and Colombia!
Also, on the website, look for pages which
might have a NEW! “tag” beside a link…I’m
always looking for, and posting new links on
pages, NOT just videos and pictures, so
give it a look and please continue to pass on
the FB and website pages to family, friends
and folks you meet! Your efforts are
immeasurable and deeply appreciated!
Ken B.




